OUR MISSION

Initiated by the State of Niedersachsen, NIEDERSACHSEN AVIATION was formed to connect and promote aviation and aerospace industry in Niedersachsen. We help to enhance the competitiveness of the aerospace sector and provide support for businesses, research and institutions to develop Niedersachsen as an epicentre of industrial aviation and aerospace technology.

Whether you are looking to add more production capacity, invest in growing business, expand your company or find new partners in our innovative and advanced aerospace supply chain - join us for new heights in aerospace industry!

OUR SERVICE

NIEDERSACHSEN AVIATION is your point of contact to the aerospace community in Northern Germany. We support the State of Niedersachsen, companies, institutions and other partners by

» stimulation of technology-transfer
» facilitation of key relationships
» support of inward investment
» information and access to emerging markets
» access to business opportunities
» utilisation of cross-sector-synergies
» marketing and public relations

CONTACT

NIEDERSACHSEN AVIATION
c/o LNC LogisticNetwork Consultants GmbH
Georgsplatz 12
30159 Hannover

+49 511 35 77 92 0
info@niedersachsen-aviation.de
www.niedersachsen-aviation.de
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

In Niedersachsen you find a leading manufacturing cluster in the European aerospace supply chain.
Our core competence is the development, production and integration of large structural components and Niedersachsen is well represented in MRO.
Our highly competitive manufacturing technology drives productivity and flexibility and automates the aerospace production worldwide.

WELCOME TO NIEDERSACHSEN!

“Niedersachsen covers the entire value chain in aircraft construction.
We are fascinated by new ideas - also when they’re up in the air. I invite you to be part of the success story.”

Dr. Bernd Althusmann,
Minister of Economic Affairs, Employment, Transport and Digitalisation

NIEDERSACHSEN AVIATION COMMUNITY

NIEDERSACHSEN AVIATION offers access to regional, national and international business networks.
As a central point of contact, we offer to find the right partners for your business ventures.
We connect you to more than 300 partners in seven core sectors:
- structural components
- materials, composites
- manufacturing technology
- maintenance, repair & overhaul
- research & development
- general aviation
- new aircraft concepts

RESEARCH

All prerequisites for a blooming aerospace research and development system are met in Niedersachsen.
52 institutes in 9 universities and 5 independent private research organisations lay the groundwork for the future of flight.

GENERAL AVIATION

Niedersachsen is Northern Germany’s hotspot for General and Business Aviation. Supported by the excellent infrastructure available to the industry, we support your General Aviation business development and innovation.